
SOCS MEMBER BENEFITS AS A DEEP PRESENTER

1. Deepening Subject Mastery: Creating a presentation requires thorough research and
understanding. This process deepens your knowledge of the subject, making you more proficient
and confident in your field.

2. Skill Enhancement: You'll develop important skills beyond your medical expertise, such as digital
proficiency, effective communication, and the ability to simplify complex information. These skills
are invaluable in your daily interactions with patients and colleagues.

3. Professional Development: Presenting in DEEP can establish you as a knowledgeable authority in
your area of specialization. This recognition can lead to career advancement opportunities, such as
invitations to speak at conferences or participate in panels, including prestigious and/or paid
opportunities.

4. Networking Opportunities: Your presentation can connect you with other healthcare professionals
on the platform, opening doors to collaborative projects, mentorship opportunities, professional
growth, and meaningful professional/personal relationships.

5. Feedback for Growth: DEEP allows for audience feedback. This can be a goldmine for professional
and personal development, giving you insights into areas of strength and opportunities for
improvement.

6. Flexibility and Convenience: Presenting within DEEP provides the convenience of preparing and
presenting from anywhere, fitting into your busy schedule as a physician. This flexibility is crucial in
managing your time effectively.

7. CME Credits and Compliance: In some cases, preparing and presenting educational content via
DEEP can count towards your Continuing Medical Education (CME) requirements, helping you
maintain licensure and stay compliant with professional standards.

8. Building a Professional Portfolio: Your presentations in DEEP contribute to your professional
portfolio, showcasing your expertise and dedication to continuous learning.

9. Personal Satisfaction: Sharing your knowledge and contributing to the education of others can be
deeply fulfilling. It's an opportunity to give back to the medical community and play a part in
advancing the field. By preparing a presentation for DEEP, you're not only contributing to the wider
medical community but also significantly enriching your own professional journey and personal
growth as a physician.

10. Important Contribution to SOCS: In addition to the aforementioned intrinsic and extrinsic rewards
of contributing your expertise, by serving as an expert presenter in DEEP, you are helping to
advance the SOCS core value of innovatively leading the way in educating physicians about skin of
color dermatology, which ultimately benefits patients and helps achieve patient equity. As a DEEP
presenter, you will be making an important contribution to the body of expertise that SOCS can offer
to members as well as the larger house of dermatology and medicine.


